
Messano Dog Bed Assembly Instructions

Thank you for purchasing a Messano Dog Bed. Following the below instructions will ensure that the

bed is assembled correctly.

Parts List:

2 x Longer Aluminium Tubes

2 x Shorter Aluminium Tubes

4 x Aluminium Tube legs

4 x Vinyl Tubing Caps (pre-fitted to legs)

4 x Galvanised Iron Brackets

1 x PVC Polyester Cover

1 x Hexagon Key

Step 1:-

Check & confirm that all the above parts are present.

Step 2:-

Lay the PVC cover on a flat surface, ensuring that the stitched pockets are facing

upward.

Slide the aluminium tubes into the appropriate pockets, long tubes into the long pockets, short

tubes into the shorter pockets.

Step 3:-

Concentrating on one corner, push the two tubes into the bracket as far as they will go, so that

the leg is perpendicular to the floor.



Step 4:-

Ensuring that the bracket is pressed firmly on the floor, & the tubes are both fully inserted into

the bracket, loosely tighten the two socket set screws with the hexagon key provided.

Step 5:-

Repeat this procedure for the three remaining corners.

Step 6:-

Carefully turn the bed over, so that the four feet are in contact with the floor. Press on

the sides of the bed to check whether there is any ‘rocking’ motion. If there is,

carefully loosen the two screws on each bracket a small amount and re tighten. This

should allow the frame to settle and for all four feet to contact the floor evenly. When

you are satisfied that the bed is level, fully tighten each socket screw in each bracket.

Step 7:-

Show your dog the bed and hopefully they will climb aboard!

Maintenance & care instructions:-

At regular intervals, please check the socket screws remain tight, as most dogs like to leap onto

the bed and this can loosen the brackets after a period of time.

The cover can be wiped clean with a damp cloth, which can be moistened with detergent if soiled.

The frame is manufactured from materials that should last a lifetime (human, not dog!).

If any spare parts are required, including replacement covers, please contact us and we will advise

price and availability of the parts.

Replacement covers can be purchased in the full range of colour options, price available on

request.

Warranty:-

The Messano Dog Bed has a 12-month warranty for materials and workmanship.

Unfortunately this warranty does not cover chewing, as this is not a material defect.
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